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Hospital care is the highest 
area of spend in the US and 
consolidation of hospitals 
+ PE involvement causes 
prices to increase

Source, Source

Pictures or graphs may be added here

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama-health-forum/fullarticle/2795946?utm_source=For_The_Media&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ftm_links&utm_term=090222
https://www.americanactionforum.org/research/hospital-markets-and-the-effects-of-consolidation/


Hospitals will charge a fee for anything if they can

Source

Pat McCabe, senior vice president of finance at Yale New Haven 
Health System, said he can’t explain why Harrison received a 
notice that she’d be charged a facility fee for a telehealth visit. 
He speculated that her son’s appointment might have been 
coded incorrectly. Under the new law, he said, the health system 
hasn’t charged any telehealth patients a facility fee.

But such fees are justified, McCabe said.

“It offsets the cost of the software we use to facilitate the 
telehealth visits, and we do still have to keep the lights on,” he 
said, noting that the providers doing telehealth visits are on 
hospital sites that incur heat and power and maintenance 
charges.

https://rethinking65.com/2022/01/10/the-charges-seem-crazy-hospitals-impose-a-facility-fee-for-a-video-visit/


Consolidated hospitals are 
also worse for patients in 
most quality scores
Measuring quality metrics of hospitals pre- 
and post-acquisition shows how quality 
metrics have fallen across the board + most 
large fee-for-service hospitals are not willing 
to move large % of revenue into value-based 
contracts.

Source, Source, Source

Company logo, graphs or pictures may 
be added here and below

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31893515/
https://www.healthcarefinancenews.com/news/physician-led-accountable-care-organizations-outperform-hospital-led-counterparts
https://www.ajmc.com/view/accountable-care-organizations-are-increasingly-led-by-physician-groups-rather-than-hospital-systems


Where is the revenue going? Not physicians

Source, Source, Source

Average annual net revenue generated by physicians 
for their affiliated hospitals in the previous 12 months 

52% growth52% growth

Guess lol

2015

2019

22% growth

20% growth

https://www.merritthawkins.com/uploadedFiles/MerrittHawkins_RevenueSurvey_2019.pdf
https://www.medscape.com/slideshow/2019-compensation-overview-6011286#2
https://www.medscape.com/slideshow/compensation-2015-overview-6006679#2


Physician owners have decreased over time
Today more than 2/3rds of physicians work for hospitals or corporate entities

Source

Pictures or graphs may be added here

http://www.physiciansadvocacyinstitute.org/Portals/0/assets/docs/Revised-6-8-21_PAI-Physician-Employment-Study-2021-FINAL.pdf?ver=K6dyoekRSC_c59U8QD1V-A%3d%3d


Clinicians under other owners can see their employment 
change



Independence and ownership helps physicians feel less 
burnout

Practice size and practice ownership are big 
factors when it comes to burnout. Small 
practices that are clinician owned had way 
more “zero burnout” clinics.

Source

Pictures or graphs may be added here

https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2020.02391?utm_medium=email&utm_source=hat&utm_campaign=june2021issue&utm_content=edwards&utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=What+Zero-Burnout+Primary+Care+Practices+Have+In+Common&utm_campaign=HAT%3A+6-10-21&vgo_ee=5ZMW8C0ge7MXdFqztaHIoXwFoqDlMHNmyq65fGLdufk%3D


We could see more innovation with 
more small practices

The formation of new practices 
is good for innovation.

New practices have shorter 
sales cycles, less complex 
workflow, and quicker 
feedback loops, allowing 
vendors to iterate their 
product faster.

You can win on user 
experience and efficiency 
because the buyer is the user + 
efficiency gains go directly to 
their bottom line.



Are the tides turning? Can physician 
independence make a come back?

Let’s discuss



Surveys of new grads shows that 
desire to become a hospital 
employee has flattened and new 
grads are debating where they want 
to work 

Have hospitals 
finally lost their 
appeal?

Source

https://www.merritthawkins.com/uploadedFiles/merritt-hawkins-2021-resident-survey.pdf


Large hospital negotiating strength is weakening 
with No Surprises

Source

Thanks to the No Surprises Act, 
hospitals can’t push out-of-network 
bills onto patients and instead will 
take the median in-network 
reimbursement for the service in that 
geography (called the QPA). 

This weakens the concepts of 
networks as a whole + allows small 
practices to get paid the QPA, which 
they might not have been able to 
negotiate up to before.

This levels the negotiating playing 
ground a bit.

https://twitter.com/EdGainesIII/status/1552042360225382401/photo/2


90 doctors left Atrium Health 
simultaneously to form their own 
practice Tryon Medical Partners after 
getting out of their non-competes.

90% of patients converted to the new 
practice.

They now have 11 locations, 105 
physicians and 185,000 patients. 

Stated goal is to get into VBC as quickly 
as possible

Supported proposals for 
reference-based pricing + price 
transparency in the state

The Tryon vs. 
Atrium fight

Source, Source, Source

When you’re a hospital system, do you 
think that you are lauded for referring to 
the hospital across the street? It’s 
essentially a captive referral system, which 
is why they try and grow bigger and 
bigger, so they can dominate markets.

We’re not going to play that game. We are 
better at the outpatient side, and that is 
where 90% of healthcare is practiced. And 
we’re better at it.

-Dr. Dale Owen, Tryon CEO

https://www.tryonmed.com/the-charlotte-observer-tryon-eyes-expansion-amid-huge-atrium-health-merger/
https://spectrumlocalnews.com/nc/charlotte/news/2018/07/23/tryon-medical-partners-prepares-to-separate-from-atrium
https://cltledger.com/interview-a-year-after-leaving-atrium-tryon-medical-ceo-plans-for-growth-and-blasts-failed-hospital-controlled-healthcare/


Physicians have leverage, and it’s increasing
Signing bonuses to recruit physicians have spiked and the shortage predictions continue to grow 

Source, Source

Pictures or graphs may be added here Pictures or graphs may be added here

https://www.merritthawkins.com/uploadedFiles/MerrittHawkins/Content/News_and_Insights/Articles/mha-2022-incentive-review-final.pdf
https://www.aamc.org/news-insights/press-releases/aamc-report-reinforces-mounting-physician-shortage


Patients trust their clinicians more than hospitals

Source

Both clinicians and 
patients trust other 
clinicians and front line 
care delivery 
professionals more than 
they trust health 
organizations and 
hospitals.<-LOL

https://www.norc.org/PDFs/ABIM%20Foundation/20210520_NORC_ABIM_Foundation_Trust%20in%20Healthcare_Part%201.pdf


Creator economy is coming to physicians

source

In other parts of the 
economy, individuals are 
becoming great than their 
parent brands, acquiring 
customers through 
different online channels, 
and building trust. Patient 
acquisition + new revenue 
streams (e.g. branded 
products) could unlock 
through these channels.

https://medium.com/hello-nicoler/rise-of-the-creator-economy-68ca71a83331


The building blocks are emerging to highlight 
and guide patients to the right physicians
Who are they?

Are they good for my issue?

How much are they?

Can I get $ for picking them?



Telemedicine-first practices are 
much lower $ starting points

Source

Setting up a telemedicine 
practice can be a much cheaper 
way to start a private practice 
+ build a patient panel. 
Ancillary services like home 
blood draws and home 
screening tools can 
complement them.

Visits can start as primary 
care, second opinions, etc. to 
build trust with patients and 
other physicians before hitting 
enough to critical mass to 
open a physical space.

https://www.simplepractice.com/pricing/


Can we make being in practice more appealing?

Back office automation?

New financing structures? 

Physician communities?

More auditable trail for 
patient encounters to 
reduce malpractice risk?



New companies are betting on independent physicians

Infrastructure for virtual 
private practice

Insurance + Direct 
Primary Care

Helping independents take 
part in Value-Based Care + 
create physician communities



New tools give individual physicians more opportunities - telemedicine, social 
media, pricing transparency, and practice infrastructure tools have potentially made 
individual practice ownership more attainable

Summary of points

Hospital consolidation and PE ownership need to be reversed - corporate ownership 
generally yields higher prices and worse outcomes for patients while physicians get less 
$ for their work

We should want more physician ownership - more physician-owned practices means 
hopefully less burnout, a more competitive services landscape, and more innovation

Hospitals may be losing their stranglehold - a combination of regulatory changes like 
the No Surprises Act, legal cases like the Tryon Health lawsuit, and physicians having 
more leverage in a workforce shortage has weakened hospital leverage
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Thank you! Let’s get 
into the discussion
Questions? Email nikhil@outofpocket.health
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